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Abst ract - -Th is  paper is a sequel to Kurano [1,2], in which average cost Markov decision processes 
(MDPs) with compact state and action spaces have been considered under the hypothesis of Doeblin 
and the existence of optimal stationary policies has been shown. 
The objective of this paper is to give the functional characterization. That is, we derive optimality 
inequalities for MDPs under the hypothesis of Doeblin and prove the validity of them under some 
reasonable conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Average cost Markov decision processes (MSPs) with compact state and action spaces and 
bounded semicontinuous cost function are considered. 
Recently Kurano [1,2] has treated the general case in which several ergodic classes and a 
transient set are permitted for the Markov process induced by any randomized stationary policy 
under the hypothesis of Doeblin and give sufficient conditions for the existence of an optimal 
stationary policy, using the direct method by empirical distributions which was first used by 
Borkar [4,5] and the theory of Markov process under Doeblin's conditions. However, the functional 
characterization was not given there. 
The objective of this paper is to give the functional characterization to the same problems as 
discussed in Kurano [1,2]. That is, we derive optimality inequalities or optimality equations for 
MDPs under the hypothesis of Doeblin and give the validity of them. 
A Borel set is a Borel subset of a complete separable metric space and for a Borel set X, Bx 
denotes the Borel subsets of X. 
We adopt the notations of Kurano [1,2]. Let (S, A, Q, c) be Markov decision processes (MDPs), 
where S is the state space, assumed to be a compact metric space and A is a Borel set which 
stands for the action set; for each x E S, A(x) C A is the set of admissible actions at state x and 
A(x) is a (non-empty) measurable subset, and assumed that K := {(x, a) I x E S, a E A(x)} is 
compact. The real-valued Borel measurable function c on S x A is an immediate cost and Q is the 
law of motion, which is taken to be stochastic kernel on Bs × S x A; i.e., for each (x, a) E S x A, 
Q(. Ix, a) is a probability measure on i s ;  and, for each D E Bs, Q(D I') is a Borel measurable 
function on S × A. 
Throughout his paper, we assume that (i) c is a non-negative bounded lower semicontinuous 
function and (ii) whenever xn --* z, an -'* a, Q(. I xn, an) converges weakly to Q(. I x, a). 
The sample space is the product space ~ = (S × A) ~ such that the projections Xt, At on the 
t-th factors S, A describe the state and the action of the t-th time of the process (t > 0). 
A policy will be a sequence r = (r0, r l , . . . )  such that, for each t _> 0, rt is a stochastic kernel on 
B~t x S x (A x S) ~ with rt(A(x,) [ x0, a0, '.., a~_ t, xt) = 1 for all (x0, a0, ..., a~_ 1, x,) E S x (A x S)*. 
Let II denote the class of policies. 
For any D E Bs we denote by T(A [ D) the set of all stochastic kernel, ~, on BA x D with 
@(A(z) [ x) = 1 for all z e D. 
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A policy lr = (lr0, a ' l ,  • • . )  is a randomized stationary policy if there exists a (I) E T(A [ S) such 
that z't(. I x0, a0 , ' . . ,x t )  = O(. ] zt) for all (xo, ao, ' . . ,xt)  E S x (A x S)* and ~ > 0. Denote the 
corresponding policy by ~(oo). 
For any D E Bs, we denote by B(D .--* A) (Ba(D .--* A) the set of all Borel (analytically) 
measurable function u : D ~ A with u(x) E A(x) for all x E D. 
A randomized stationary policy ~(oo) is called stationary if there exists an f E B(S ---* A) such 
that @({f(x)} I x) = 1 for all x E S. Such policy will be written by f(oo). For any Borel set X, 
we denote by P(X) the set of all probability measures on X. Let H~ = (X0, A0,. •., At - l ,  X,). 
It is assumed that, for each 7r = (r0,~rl, . . . )  EI I ,  
Prob(A, E D1 I H,) = *r,(D1 I Ht) 
and 
Prob(Xt+l e 02 [ H~_~,A~_I,X, = x ,A,  = a) = Q(D2 Ix, a) 
for every D IE  BA and D2 E Bs (t > 0). Then, for each ~r E I I  and initial state distribution 
g E P(S), we can define the probability measure p v on fl in an obvious way. 
We shall consider the following average cost criterion: For any policy r and initial state dis- 
tribution g E P(S), let 
• -1 )] 
¢(v, r )= lim suPT_oo IT, 
where E~ v is the expectation w.r.t. P~. Let ¢(g) - i~fO(v,~r) and ¢* = inf ¢(v). For any 
D E Bs, we say that r* E I I  is optimal in D if ¢(x, lr*) < ¢(z, r)  for all x E D and 7r EI I ,  where 
the degenerate initial distribution concentrated at the point x is denoted by z. The policy which 
is optimal in S is simply called optimal. 
In Section 2, we introduce conditions of positive recurrence, under which optimality inequalities 
and their validity are discussed. In Section 3, the results of Section 2 are extended to the 
general case where several ergodic sets and a transient set are permitted in the form of optimality 
inequalities. 
2. OPT IMAL ITY  INEQUAL IT IES  (1) 
In this section we derive optimality inequalities under the hypothesis of positive recurrence for 
MDPs. 
For any • E T(A I S), the t-step transition probabilities are defined by 
Qo)(. I ¢) = f Q(" I a) ¢(d. I 
and 
QO+i)(. =/Q(')(. [ x1,'I')QO)(dxl l,x,v) _> i). 
Unless stated otherwise, throughout this paper the following hypothesis i made. 
HYPOTHESIS (DOEBLIN, [6]). 
There is a finite measure 7 of sets D E Bs with 7(S) > 0 and a positive e such that for any 
6 T(A [ S) there exists an integer £ satisfying that 
Q(O(D [ x,~) <_ 1 -  e if T(D ) ~ e, for all x E S. 
For any Bore/set X, we denote by B(X) and BI(X), respectively, the set of all Bore/and lower 
semi-analytically measurable functions on X. 
First we prove the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.1. 
There exists C E Bs with 7(C) > e and a stationary policy ](oo) satisfying the following: 
(i) i (~) is opUm~ in c and ¢" = ¢(~, it°°)) for ~l  • E C. 
(ii) Q(C I z, ](x)) = I for ,Jl x e C and the Markov proce~ on V induced by Q(. I x, ](~)) does 
not permit the transient state. 
(iii) There exists u E B(C) which is uniformly bounded and satisfies that 
u(x) + ¢* = c(z, ](x)) + Jc u(x') Q(dx' I ~, ](x)) for ~l x e c. 
PROOF. Similarly as the proof of Theorem 2.2 of [1] we can prove that there exists C E Bs 
with 7(C) > e and ](co) satisfying (i) and (ii). Without loss of generality we can assume the 
Markov process induced by Q(. [ x, ](x)) has only one ergodic set. For simplicity, we put 
Q(. [ x) = Q(. [ z, ](x)). Then, by the theory of Markov processes under the hypothesis of 
Doeblin [6] we find, if C1,C2,... ,Cd are the cyclically moving classes in C and x E C1, the 
following holds: For j = 1,2,.. . ,  d, 
li_m Q(,d+s-,)(. Ix) = ~'s('). (2.1) 
Letting ,,(.) = E ]=I  "~(')/d, we have 
¢* = iv  c(z, f(x)) ,(dx). (2.2) 
For T > 1 and z E C, let 
vT(x) = E E~(oo> (c (X i ,A t ) -  ¢*), 
t=0 
where for a real number z, [z] is the largest integer equal to or less than z. Then, from (2.2) we 
can rewrite, for any x E C, 
lT/dl~-i 
vT(z) = y~ /^c(x ' , / ( z ) ){O( ' ) (dx ' l z ) -  u(dx')} 
So, since the convergence in (2.1) is uniform and exponentially fast and c is bounded, 
limT--.oo VT(z) exists and finite. Let u(z) = limT--.oo uT(x) for each x E C. Clearly, (iii) of the 
theorem holds for this u. II 
For any D E Bs, let TD -- inf{t :> 0 I X~ E D}, where infO -- oo. We introduce conditions of 
positive recurrence for MDPs.  
Assumption A. 
For any D E Bs with 7(D) > e and z E S, there exists Ir EI I  satisfying E,~(TD) < oo. 
Before stating the first main theorem, we must obtain several emmas. The following lemma 
has appeared in Tweedie [7]. 
LZMMA 2.2 [7]. 
For any given stationary policy f(oo) and D E Bs, we assume that there exists ~ E Be(S) with 
>_ 0 and a positive number a satisfying that 
~(x) > ~ + [ ~(x') Q (dx' I x, f(~)) for a~i • ¢ D. 
Js -D 
Then, we have E~t(~)(TD ) ~ ~,(x)la. 
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To get the further results, we need an analytically measurable stationary policy. Applying the 
above lemma, we get the following. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
Suppose that Assumption A holds. Then, for any D • Bs with 7(D) > e, there exists 
f • Ba(S ~ A) such that E;(~)(TD) < ~ for all x ~ D. 
PROOF. Let D be such that n • Bs and 7(n)  > e. For any x ~ D, let ~(x) = i~fE~(TD). 
Then, we can easily prove to • Bt(S - D) (for example, see Proposition 7.47 of [8]). By the 
principle of optimality, ~ satisfies the following equation: 
/ ,  
inf {1 + / ~o(x') Q (dx' I x, a)} for all z it D. (2.3) ~o(x) 
aEA(z) .IS-D 
By the selection theorem (for example, see Proposition 7.48 and 7.50 of [8]), for any 77 (0 < 
< 1) there exists an f l  • Ba(S - D --* A) such that 
~o(x) > 1 - 17 + fS-D ~o(x') O (dx' I x, fx(x)) for all x ¢ D. 
Now, for any given stationary policy g(~), we define f(oo) by 
fl(x), if X it D 
f(x) = g(x), if x • D. 
Then, it holds from Lemma 2.2 that E~(o~)(TD) < oo for all x it D. | 
For any Borel set X, we denote by B~(X) the set of all universally measurable functions on 
X. 
For notational convenience we introduce the operator U on Bu(S) by, for each x • S and 
a • A(x), 
c(x,a)+ f u(x')Q(dx'lx, a) (u • B.(S)). U(x,a,u) 
The following lemma is proved by the same way as that of Theorem 7.6 in [3]. 
LEMMA 2.4. 
Suppose that for a given stationary policy f(oo) there exists u • Bu(S) satisfying that 
u(x) + ¢* ~ U(x,f(x),u) for all x • S. 
Then, if l i ra  E~(~)(u(XT))/T = O, :(oo) is optimal 
Here, we are ready in stating the main first theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. 
Suppose that Assumption A holds. Then, there exists v • B~, (S) with the following properties: 
(i) v satisfies the following optimality inequalities: 
v(x)+¢*_> inf U(x,a,v) fo ra l l x•S .  (2.4) 
aEA(z) 
(ii) If f • B°(S ~ A) satisfies the following equations (2.5) and (2.6), the corresponding sta- 
tionary policy f(oo) is optimal: 
v(x) q-~b* > U(x,f(x),v) for all x • S 
l im E~to~)(v(XT))/T = O. 
(2.~) 
(2.6) 
(iii) A stationary policy f(oo) satisfying equations (2.5) and (2.6) exists. 
PROOF. 
that E~(..)(Tc) < co for all z ~ C and f (z )  = ] (z)  for all z E C, where / is as in Lemma 2.1. 
Now, using this stationary policy f(oo), we define v by 
{ ] = ,=oE - ¢ ' )  + if • C, 
u(z), if z E C, 
where u is as Lemma 2.1. 
Then, clearly it holds that for all x ~ C, 
v(x) = c(x, f(x)) -- ¢* + / v(x') Q (dx' I x, f(x)). (2.7) 
Thus, from (2.7) and (iii) of Lemma 2.1 v, satisfies the inequality (2.4). 
By Lemma 2.4, (ii) of the theorem holds, so that the proof is completed by showing that this 
f (~)  satisfies (2.6). Since c is bounded and v is bounded on C, there exists a constant N such 
that Ic(x,a)l _< g for all x E S and a E Z(z) and Iv(z)l ___ g for all x E C. 
Clearly, Ic(x, a) - ¢'1 < 2N, so that from (2.7) we have, for all x ~ C, 
v(z) >_ -3N + [ v(x') Q (dx' I x, f(x)), 
ds -c  
and 
v(x) < 3N + ] v(x') Q (dx' I f(x)). x, 
J$ -C  
Now, for simplicity, put E = E~(.o) and P = P~(o~). Using the above inequalitities uccessively, 
we get 
E[E(v(XT) I Tc > T)] >_ v(z) - 3N 1 + E P(Tc k t) (2.8) 
t--1 
>_ v(z) - 3N(2 + E(Tc)). 
Similary, we get 
E[E(v(XT) I Tc > T) < v(z) + 3N(2 + E(Tc). (2.9) 
Thus, since E(Tc) < 0¢ it follows from (2.8) and (2.9) that 
IE(v(XT))/TI <_ IE[E(v(XT)ITc > T)]I/T + IE[E(v(XT)ITc <_ T)]I/T 
_< {[v(x)l + 3N(3 + E(TD))}/T, 
which means that (2.6) holds by T ---* oo. | 
3. OPT IMAL ITY  INEQUAL IT IES  (2) 
In this section, we treat the general case where the hypothesis of positive recurrence is not 
necessarilly satisfied and derive optimality inequalities for this case. 
For any D E Bs, we define Y(D) by 
Y (D)={x•S-D IE~(TD)<C~ for someTr•H}.  
We denote by f~s the set of all analytically measurable subsets of S. Then, the following lemma 
is shown similarily as that of Lemma 3.2 of [2]. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
For any D • Bs, Y(D) •/: Is .  
For any D • Bs, we define r (D)  and ¢*(D) by the following: 
r (D)  = {(~,, 7r) • P(D) x II I P,~(XT • D for all T >_ 0} 
and 
¢*(D) = inf ¢(u, r), 
(~,~)er(o) 
where 
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For the set C given Lemma 2.1, from Lemma 2.3 there exists an f E Ba(S "~ A) such 
¢ ' (D)  = c~ if F(D) = 0.  
We need the following assumption. 
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Assumption B
The following B1-B2 holds: 
B1. For 7 as in the hypothesis of Doeblin, Q(OD [ z,a) = 0 for all z E S and a E A(z) if 
3'(0) > 0. 
B2. For any D E Bs, Q(D [ x,a) is continuous on S x A. 
The assertion of the following lemma is also contained partially in Lemma 3.4 of [2], Lemma 
2.3 and Theorem 2.1 in the preceding section. 
LEMMA 3.2. 
Suppose that Assumption B holds. 
Let G 6 8s be such that F(G) ~ O. Then there exists O 6 8G with 7(0)  > 0, a stationary 
policy ](oo) and v 6 Bu(Y(C) U C) satisfying the following: 
O) fo ra l l=eV(c )uc .  
(/i) Q(Y(C) U C I =, f (x) )  -- 1 for all x 6 Y(C). 
(rio v is uniformly bounded on C and satisfies the following equations (3.1) and (3.2): 
v(=)+c*(a)=c(=,](=))+[ v(z')Q(dx'l=,](=)) for all = E Y(C) U O, (3.1) 
Jv (c)uc 
= - Y (O)  U C.  (3.2) lim EI(oo)(v(XT))/T 0 for all x E 
T --* oo 
For notational convenience, for any D E I:ls let 
A(x,D) = {a E A(x) [ Q(D i x,a) = 1}. 
From Assumption B we observe that for any D E [Is and closed subset G of S {(x, a) I x E G 
and a E A(x, D)} is compact. Then, we obtain the general results which give the validity of 
optimality inequalities. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
Suppose that Assumption B holds. Then, there exists a decomposition of S: 
S =S1U S2 U . . . U Sr U F,  F ~. [Is, Si E [Is, 
(3.3) 
SinSj=® (i#j), FnS,=®, 
with P~t( Ts_F < oo) = 1 for all x E F and 7r E H, and if we set S* = (Uf=,Sj )UF ( i = 1,2, ..., r) 
there is a v E Bu(S) satisfying the following: 
(i) For each i (1 < i < r), the following optimality inequality (3.4) holds: 
v(x)+¢*(S~)>_ inf U(x,a,v) fo ra l lxES i .  (3.4) 
aEA(x ,S l )  
(ii) For all x E F, the following optimality equation (3.5) holds: 
aEA(=) j=l 
Oii) For a stationary policy f(oo) with f(x) 6 A(z, Si) for all z 6 Si (1 < i < r), we introduce 
the following conditions D1-D5. 
DI. For each i(1 < i < r) and all x E Si, 
v(x) -I- ¢*(S*) > U(x, f (x) ,  v). 
7" 
D2. v(=) = I =,f(=)) + f v(=')Q(d=' l =,f(=))  for all = F. 
j= l  
D3. lirn E~(~)(v(XT))/T = 0 for all x E S -  F. 
94. For each i(1 < i < r) and all x E Si, ¢(x, f(oo)) = ¢*(S*). 
r 
D5. ¢(x , f  (°0)) < ~ ¢*(S])Px~(XTs_v E Sj) for all x E Fand ~r E II. 
j= l  
Then, D4 and D5 hold for any stationary policy f(oo) satisfying D1-D3, and such stationary 
policy exists. 
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PROOF. By taking S instead of G in Lemma 3.2, there exists C1 E Bs with 7(C1) > e, a 
stationary policy f~oo) and vl e B~(Y(C1)U C1) satisfying (i)-(iii) of Lemma 3.2 replacing G, C 
and f ,  respectively, by S, C1 and fl. Put $1 = Y(Ca) U C1 and Ga = S - S1. If r(G~) = ~, 
letting F = Gx, we get a decomposition (3.3). 
In the case where r(G~) # ®, replacing A(z) by A(z, Gx) for each z E G1 we apply Lemma 
3.2, so that we have 7(G1) > • and there exists C2 E BGI, a stationary policy f(oo) and 
v2 e Bu(Y(C2) U C~) satisfying (i)-(iii) of Lemma 3.2 replacing G, C and f,  respectively, by 
G1, C2 and f2. Here, put S~ = Y(C2) U C2 and G2 = S - S1 U $2. Clearly, Sx N $2 = O and 
7($2) > e. If F(G2) = O, letting F = G2, we get a decomposition (3.3). In this case, from 
Lemma 3.1 of [2] it follows that P,~(Ts-F < ~)  = 1 for all x E F and ~r E H. We define v on F 
by 
2 
v(x ) -  "r~u~=linf ~-~'¢*(S~)P~(XTs" _ i, E Sj). 
Then, v e Bt ( f )  and v satisfies (3.4). Also, by the selection theorem (for example, see [8]), there 
exists an f* e Sa(F --* A) satisfying D2 and D5. Here, we define f e Ba(S ---* A) by 
{.fi(x) ifzESi (i=1,2) 
f ( z ) -  i f (z)  i f zEF ,  
and v E Bu(S) by v(z) = vi(z) i fx E Si (i = 1,2). Then, clearly v satisfies (i)-(iii) of the 
theorem and f(oo) satisfies D1-D5. In the case of r(G2) ~ 0, 7(G2) > e and we can repeat he 
above discussion. Since 7(S) < oo, repeating this method successively, we come to the conclusion 
of the theorem. Also, the assertion of (iii) of the theorem is proved by a simple modification of 
the proof of Theorem 2.1. I I  
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